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• Avoid proliferation of structures in the knowledge base.
• Semantic refinement by resolving homonyms and avoiding synonyms.
• Exploit user’s extensive and valuable knowledge.
• Increase the quantity of information contained in the knowledge base.
• Increase the quality of information in the knowledge base.
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a b s t r a c t

The collaborative curation of semistructured knowledge has become a popular paradigm on the web
and also within enterprises. In such knowledge bases a common structure of the stored information is
crucial for providing efficient and precise search facilities. However, the task of refining, extending and
homogenizing knowledge and its structure is very complex. In this article we present two paradigms
for the simplification of this task by providing guidance mechanisms to the user. Both paradigms aim at
combining the power of automated extraction algorithms with the semantic awareness of human users
to accomplish this refinement task.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Large knowledge bases have always been built in a collaborative
fashion to collect and archive the common knowledge of groups.
Especially with the enormous growth of the internet and the
web 2.0 movement, collaboration has been lifted to a new level—
online mass-collaboration. One of the most relevant and popular
knowledge bases is Wikipedia, which is also based on this mass-
collaboration paradigm and is the most important representative
of the wiki-concept. The wiki-concept constitutes one of two
traditional major paradigms to store information as it stores
information as fulltext without any explicit structure. The second
paradigm is the storage in (relational) databases which forces the
user to store knowledge or information according to a strict and
predefined schema. The advantage of such an approach is that
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all information has to adhere to the same schema and can be
searched and presented in a very uniform and hence efficient
way. This paradigm is still used in information systems which are
focused on one single domain where the contained items are all
structured the same way, e.g., a database of movies and reviews.
The big disadvantage of this storage paradigm is the unsatisfactory
flexibility regarding new structures or content. Changes to the
schema are a very time-consuming, tedious and complex task, as it
has to be performed manually and the already stored information
has to be adapted to the new structure. Thus, the end-user is
fixed to a given schema and cannot insert additional information
not matching the given schema. For flexible knowledge bases,
especially in the area of mass-collaboration, such a restrictive
approach is hardly suited, as it can result in a significant loss of
information because of the fact that the user cannot insert all
information she might want to. This problem was solved by wikis
and was one key of success of wiki-systems. Wiki-systems store
content in an entirely unstructured manner and can therefore
hold any textual information regardless of its structure. Therefore,
users do not need to adapt their knowledge to any predefined
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schema and are able to insert all information and knowledge
they want to. The shortcoming of this structure-less paradigm is
its limited search capability. Consider a complex query such as
‘‘Which Austrian cities have more than 10,000 inhabitants and
have a femalemayor who has a doctoral degree?’’. It is not possible
to answer such a query through full-text search which is provided
by most wiki-systems. Weikum et al. [1] observed that modern
information systemshave to be able to support both structured and
unstructured data to combine the advantages of both worlds and
be able to answer such questions.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the characteristics of semistructured data. Section 3
contains a description and motivation of the problem which
is tackled in this paper. In Section 4, approaches dealing with
the problem of refinement after the data has been inserted are
described. Section 5 outlines the main idea behind the Snoopy
Concept which is a representative of an alignment and refinement
of knowledge and structure during the insertion of data. Section 6
concludes the article and describes future work.

2. Semistructured data

The semistructured data model incorporates both the paradigm
of structured and unstructured storage. The need for such a new
storage paradigm already arose in the 90s [2,3]. Back then it
became clear that it would be increasingly important to be able to
store mostly unstructured data while at the same time providing
efficient and structured querying facilities. With the advent of the
World Wide Web, which currently forms the largest unstructured
knowledge base, it became obvious that such data cannot be fitted
into a predefined schema in order to be able to query it. The
application of traditional retrieval and extraction techniques to
query such unstructured data reached unsatisfactory results as the
formulation of structured and precise queries was not possible
due to the lack of structure. Thus, the semistructured data model
combines both the structured and the unstructured data model
and provides a highly flexible way of storing data as it supports
the storage of information in a structured way without the need of
specifying a predefined schema.

Throughout the last two decades, variousmodels for semistruc-
tured data have been developed, like e.g. [4,5]. Currently, the most
popular example of the semistructured data model is RDF (Re-
source Description Framework, W3C recommendation1) [6]. RDF
basically models knowledge as triples consisting of a subject, a
predicate and an object. The subject (also called the resource) is de-
scribed by multiple pairs of predicates and according objects. The
resource is uniquely identified by a URI (Uniform Resource Identi-
fier2). Important facts about the University of Innsbruck within a
knowledge base can be stored using triples as e.g. in Listing 1.
<http : / / dbpedia . org / . . / University_Innsbruck >

<numberOfStudents><26626>
<http : / / dbpedia . org / . . / University_Innsbruck >

<established ><1669>

Listing 1: Triples.

These predicate–object pairs – in combination with the article URI
itself (the resource, in this case University_Innsbruck) – constitute
triples. The subjects, predicates and objects are not restricted in
any way and can therefore hold any information while at the same
time providing structure due to the triple concept as all objects are
given context by the according predicates. The triples aremachine-
readable and processable and thus provide the base for structured

1 http://www.w3.org/RDF/, last accessed 2012-10-09.
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/uri-clarification/, last accessed 2012-10-09.
access and complex structured queries. In order to query such
semistructuredRDF knowledge bases, the standard query language
is SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) [7].

As RDF is very flexible and is able to link to even external
resources by specifying an external URI as the object of a triple, the
interlinking between knowledge bases has become very popular.
Sir Tim Berners-Lee has coined the term Linked Open Data
(LOD) [8] for such linked and semistructured data.

It is important to note that within semistructured systems,
users can arbitrarily choose the predicate used for storing infor-
mation. This fact is very beneficial as it provides a huge amount of
flexibility to the users of the system while at the same time – due
to the predicate–object format – still features a certain amount of
structure. This fact is crucial in online,mass-collaboration informa-
tion systems, as there are thousands of different users who come
from different social levels, backgrounds and edit information of
different domains and contexts.

Beside many other approaches aiming at raising the amount
of structural information in wiki-systems, RDF increasingly gained
ground in many wiki-systems or plugins [9] in order to lift wikis
from unstructured black holes to structured knowledge bases.
Even Wikipedia articles already contain semistructured data. The
tabular aggregation of the most important facts about an article
– so-called infoboxes – which are located on the right hand
side of many articles were originally not intended for structured
and computer-readable access. However, these are now extracted
and used as a base for the most important open semistructured
knowledge base DBpedia [10], which consists of more than one
billion triples extracted from Wikipedia’s huge collaboratively
built knowledge base.

3. Problem description

The flexibility of the previously described schemaless semi-
structured storage in combinationwith collaborative data curation
leads to a massive problem. Every single user has her own
view of structuring knowledge and information and uses her
own terminology. Furnas et al. [11] already showed in the 80s
that two people would spontaneously choose the same word
for an object with a probability of less than 20%. This suggests
that collaboratively built knowledge based on the semistructured
model shows a very high proliferation of structures, schemata
and vocabulary. The resulting heterogeneous schema impedes
the search facilities as a common schema is essential to answer
complex structured queries. For example, a user who searches
for the value of numberOfStudents cannot find information which
was stored using the properties students, numberStudents or
num_students. Therefore, especially in collaborative knowledge
systems, the creation of a common schema without restricting the
domain, type or amount of information is desired. Wikipedia is
fighting such heterogeneity by introducing collaboratively created
templates and the supervision by the committed community. The
task of creating structure in Wikipedia is very demanding, which
is shown by Boulain et al. [12]. The authors analysed the edits in
Wikipedia and identified that only 35%of all editswithinWikipedia
are related to content, whereas all other edits aim at enhancing the
structure within the Wikipedia knowledge base. Additionally, Wu
and Weld [13] showed that infoboxes which adhere to predefined
templates are still divergent and noisy.

Another problem in collaboratively built knowledge bases is the
barrier for new users to insert information to knowledge bases. In
Wikipedia most of the content is created by a very small group
of users. Furthermore, articles have to conform to many policies
and other regulations which increase the barrier for contributions
by newcomers [14,15]. But not only in public knowledge bases,
moreover and especially in enterprise knowledge bases or wikis,

http://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://www.w3.org/TR/uri-clarification/
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the poor adoption rate of content constitutes a major problem.
Besides social group phenomena, especially the high costs for users
to contribute and manage wikis (e.g. wiki syntax, complex user
interfaces, etc.) is the main reason for a bad contribution rate [16].

Thus, the main goal is to provide a very intuitive and guided
process to the user to curate semistructured knowledge with
common and normalized schemata in collaborative systems. This
goal can be achieved byusing self-learning and optimized guidance
systemswhich improve the following twoprocesses (also sketched
in Fig. 1):
• Guided refinement and enrichment of stored knowledge (see

the right box in Fig. 1).
• Guided insertion of knowledge (see the left box in Fig. 1).

The traditional approach to enrich, refine and extend knowl-
edge is to apply information extraction algorithms to the content of
external sources to extract new semistructured knowledge. As this
task is very error-prone, new mixed-initiative approaches com-
bine extraction technologies with the knowledge of the collabo-
rating users. Another new approach encourages the user to create
semistructured knowledge already during the insertion of infor-
mation. The inserting user is supported during the insertion pro-
cess to create semistructured data which adheres to a common
schema by providing recommendations. These recommendations
are based on already collaboratively created knowledge and guide
the userwithout restricting her in regard to the amount and type of
information. Both approaches are described in detail in the follow-
ing sections and common representatives of the approaches are in-
troduced.

4. Guided refinement and enrichment

The main idea of the following approaches is the collaborative
refinement of already existent semistructured data. The possible
refinements, alignments and extensions of already stored knowl-
edge aremostly computed based on external sources. Such sources
can be other structured or semistructured knowledge bases. But
even the web – the biggest available knowledge base – can be ex-
ploited to gather new refinements of already stored knowledge. Es-
pecially the exploitation of the web is very challenging due to its
size, the unstructured format and the associated scaling and per-
formance issues. Approaches which use external sources to com-
pute refinements and subsequently rely on a collaborative review
of the detected refinements (sketched in Fig. 1 (right box)) are de-
scribed in the following sections.

4.1. Alignment and refinement

As already carved out in the introductory section, collabora-
tively curated data may also be refined and aligned after the in-
sertion of data. This is a crucial step in order to provide efficient
querying facilities. Such an alignment mostly aims at homogeniz-
ing the set of predicates to a common schema.

During the last years, various approaches for aligning and
matching RDF data have been developed. Hausenblas and Halb
use a manual approach [17] that enables users to collaboratively
interlink resources within RDF data. Beside such a manual align-
ment, also automatic alignment methods have been developed.
The method proposed by Horrocks [18] is based on common nam-
ing schemata, namely the comparison of properties within the
datasets. Further approaches only rely on string-matching, e.g., for
the DBpedia Lookup service.3 Such alignment services may also
be based on context information of the entities which have to be
aligned, e.g., based on the geographic coordinates, data types, etc.
The Silk project [19] aims at combining these different alignment
techniques to interlink RDF datasets.

3 http://lookup.dbpedia.org/.
4.2. Knowledge harvesting and information extraction

The process of information extraction or knowledge harvesting
aims at scanning the unstructured text of arbitrary documents
and extracting structured knowledge to extend or build large
knowledge bases. The retrieval of facts from natural language
sources, such as unstructured web documents, is mostly based
on NLP-techniques. Natural Language Processing (NLP) [20] is
basically concerned with how a computer system can understand
natural language in order to gather the sense of a sentence. By
doing so, computers are able to summarize texts, detect entities
and to extract certain facts from a text.

Themost popular semistructured dataset is DBpedia [10]which
is built up by extracting information from Wikipedia articles.
Especially the pieces of information in infoboxes,which are located
on the right hand side of many Wikipedia articles and contain
tabular summaries of the most important facts about the article,
are extracted and converted to a semistructured format. DBpedia
provides collections of RDF triples which are also interlinked with
many other LOD datasets. The current version of DBpedia contains
more than 1,000,000,000 triples4 describing 3.7 mio. entities.

Furthermore, DBpedia is enhanced by information taken from
the YAGO knowledge base. The YAGO knowledge base [21,22]
is a huge ontology which contains semantic information in the
form of subject–predicate–object triples. The ontology is built up
by extracting information from Wikipedia and enhanced by the
taxonomy of WordNet [23]. The YAGO ontology aims at reaching
high confidence due to a hand-picked set of rules and therefore
is constrained to roughly 100 manually defined types of relations.
The current version of YAGO, YAGO2 [22] is further enhanced with
spatial and temporal information. It contains 120 million triples
describing about 10 million entities.

Although YAGO and DBpedia extract information from the
plain text of articles, the extraction method is very limited as
it is based on fixed patterns which are focused on a very small
amount of the available information in an article—either infoboxes
or category information. Therefore, the following approaches
extend the simple pattern matching to more complex matching
algorithms or NLP-techniques, which analyse the grammatical
structure of sentences.

For an automated creation of large knowledge bases, the
manual creation of patterns is not feasible. Therefore, ground
truth data or other knowledge bases are used to create patterns
which are learned and refined automatically. Suchanek et al. [24]
introduced SOFIE which uses the knowledge base YAGO to
find new patterns. This is accomplished by searching already
known information (trusted facts) in natural language documents.
Consider the known fact that Einstein was born in Ulm which
is stored in a triple <Einstein><bornIn><Ulm>. If many
documents contain the sentence ‘‘Albert Einsteinwas born in Ulm’’
the pattern ‘‘X was born in Y’’ can be derived for finding values
for the property bornIn. After this step, the pattern can be used
to harvest new bornIn-information of already known persons (X)
and cities (Y) in arbitrary natural language documents. Nakashole
et al. [25] showed that such an approach is also feasible for theweb
in terms of scalability.

Wu et al. [26] introduced an approach to find missing values
of infoboxes in the natural language text of Wikipedia articles as
a part of their ‘‘Intelligence in Wikipedia’’ project. The extraction
process is accomplished by the Kylin extractor. This extraction
process is started by a preprocessing step which is responsible
for the creation of a training set for the extractor. This is done by

4 http://blog.dbpedia.org/2011/09/11/dbpedia-37-released-including-15-
localized-editions/.

http://lookup.dbpedia.org/
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Fig. 1. Overview of the two presented approaches.
retrieving the most popular attributes from pages which make use
of the same infobox template. For each of these attributes, standard
NLP techniques are used to label a matching sentence which
contains the attribute’s value. The extraction of facts forWikipedia
infoboxes is done by learned extractors based on conditional
random fields.

The result of all described approaches consists of new semi-
structured facts. These facts feature different confidence values
and, therefore, require an additional review process to dismiss in-
valid or wrong facts and confirm true facts. This review process is
described in the following section.

4.3. Review process/mixed-initiative

Knowledge bases, such as YAGO or DBpedia described in the
section above, provide reliable knowledge with a very high con-
fidence as they are based on very limited patterns which are opti-
mized for a single source like Wikipedia infoboxes. To go beyond
this scope, new approaches introduce more flexible patterns and
extractors such as Kylin or SOFIE described above. However, this
flexibility implies higher error rates and lower confidence which
have to be tackled. This can be realized by automatic reasoning
or by a collaborative review system which exploits the human re-
sources and knowledge of a large community. Automatic reasoning
is able to dismiss many wrong facts by using logical rules [25,24].
For example, it is not possible that a doctoral advisor is more than
100 years older than the Ph.D. student. The precision (correct found
facts) of reasoning enhanced systems can be up to 98% [25,24] if
the underlying knowledge base is comprehensive and the searched
relation is clear andwithout ambiguity. Especially semantic mean-
ings and ambiguities decrease precision dramatically. For example,
the ambiguity of city names in the United States for a bornIn rela-
tion is very misleading (e.g. there are over 40 different cities called
‘‘Washington’’ in the USA).

Especially the disambiguation of such synonyms or the review
of more complex relations requires collaborative involvement of
human users. Such approaches lead to a higher number of correct
facts [27,26,28]. Approaches combining the human and machine
intelligence are called mixed-initiative approaches [29]. They ba-
sically try to exploit the advantages of both the user and auto-
matic information extraction processes as the extracted chunks of
information are verified by human users before this information
is finally published. The ‘‘Intelligence in Wikipedia’’ [30] project
uses the extraction framework described in the section above
to compute new infobox entries. Subsequently, these candidates
are shown to the users of the system who are then able to de-
cide whether the candidate infobox entry was successfully and
correctly extracted from the text. This is of crucial importance
especially in the case of ambiguities which cannot be resolved
by automated processes and can only be resolved by users. This
mixed-initiative approach features the advantage that automati-
cally extracted information is still reviewed by humans and there-
fore (i) verified information is published as it is subsequently added
to the according infobox and (ii) the training sets of the information
extraction system are refined and reviewed and, as such, the ex-
traction process as a whole is improved. It was also shown that the
acceptance of such an system is very high, as the tasks that have to
be fulfilled by the users are small and easy to accomplish. The users
only have to decide whether an extracted fact is correct or not. By
doing so, normal users (not just active contributors to Wikipedia)
are encouraged to contribute to the mixed-initiative approach.

Even very simple approaches which support the user can lead
to a significant increase of data in the knowledge base. That is,
Kong et al. [16] recommend relevant content from email and RSS
feeds on every page of their proposed wiki system for corporate
environments. Emails and RSS feeds are analysed and if there
are similarities between a wiki page text and the external source
(email or RSS), the external content is shown below the wiki page
to encourage the user to import knowledge from the external
sources to the respective wiki page. Especially in enterprise
environments, where wikis are only one of many communication
and documentation systems, a system which integrates different
sources is very helpful.

All described approaches combine the intelligence of both hu-
mans and machines, as the algorithms can filter extensive data
sources by mining algorithms in the first step. Subsequently the
human user can review the small amount of recommended knowl-
edge and import the knowledge by accepting the recommendation
or resolve ambiguities and other errors. Furthermore, the recom-
mendations and guidance mechanisms help to lower the barrier
to contribute to a system and encourage the user to increase the
quality and quantity of information with the knowledge base.

5. Guided insertion

All approaches described in the previous section aim at
enhancing the stored knowledge after it was stored to the system.
In this section we introduce the Snoopy Concept which enables
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collaborative, semistructured knowledge bases to exploit the
extensive knowledge of the collaborating users already during the
insertion process.

5.1. The Snoopy Concept

The main idea of the Snoopy Concept is to incorporate the user
already during the insertion process. Considering the fact that a
user who inserts new knowledge to the system is a professional
in her domain, it is very important to use the opportunity of
direct communication with the inserting user already during
the insertion process to exploit her expertise. For example,
ambiguities within information origination from specialized
domains can hardly be resolved by other, non-specialized users
of the community. If the system already encounters ambiguities
during the insertion process, the disambiguation by the expert user
can be completed before the knowledge is stored to the system.
Furthermore, the Snoopy Concept is focused on supporting the
users in the creation of a common, homogeneous structure. This
is realized by incorporating the user into the alignment process
by suggesting highly suitable structure to the user during the
insertion process. Additional recommendations enable the user to
insert information as simple and efficient as possible. By using the
user-centric insertion approach – which is also sketched in Fig. 1
(left box) – the following benefits can be achieved:

• Avoid proliferation of structures.
• Avoid synonyms in the system.
• Semantic refinement by resolving homonyms.
• Exploit user’s extensive and valuable knowledge.
• Increase the quantity of information contained in the system.
• Increase the quality of information in the system.

All recommendations aim at supporting the user, exploiting
the knowledge of the user and therefore ‘‘snooping’’ as much
information as possible. The underlying measures and approaches
of the Snoopy Concept enabling these benefits are discussed in the
following section.

5.2. Data model

The Snoopy Concept is based on the semistructured datamodel.
Essentially, the Snoopy Concept proposes to model information
and knowledge as subject–property–value triples which is based
on the concept of RDF. This format enables the users to store
information about a certain subject as property–value pairs, e.g.
the number of students at a certain university could be stored
as numberOfStudents: 20,000. Storing information about a certain
subject, e.g. the University of Innsbruck, forms a so-called collection
(a resource in traditional RDF) and could be structured as shown in
Listing 2.
Col lec t ion : University of Innsbruck
country : Austr ia
numberOfStudents : 21 ,001
numberOfFaculties : 15
establ ished : 1669

Listing 2: Example of a Collection.

By using such triples to represent information, all information
stored is machine-readable and therefore can, e.g., further be
used for automatic reasoning tasks and complex structured search
facilities. Furthermore, the data can be exported as valid RDF at any
time and ensure high interoperability.

5.3. Recommendations

The key enabler for the described benefits within a knowledge
base based on the Snoopy Concept is a recommender system [31].
Essentially, a recommender system analyses all information stored
within the system to subsequently provide its users with useful
recommendations. Traditionally, recommender systems are used
in online shops where clients are pointed to further products.
Another scenario is the recommendation of movies for the users
of a movie database. Such recommendations are usually computed
by applying similaritymeasures to the storeddata in order to either
find items similar to those the user bought before or to find users
with similar preferences to further deduce item recommendations.

In the context of the Snoopy Concept, the recommender system
suggests suitable structures the user might want to use. Also, not
only properties (structures) are recommended to the user, but
the Snoopy Concept also proposes to recommend values, links,
types, input formats and other refinements to the user. These
recommendations and their benefits are described in detail in the
next sections.

5.3.1. Structure recommendations
Structure recommendation refers to the recommendation of

additional properties during the insertion process and is the
most important feature of the Snoopy Concept as it significantly
contributes to a common and homogeneous schema within the
system.

Consider the example of a userwho, e.g., specifies a subject con-
sisting of the properties numberOfFaculties and numberOfStudents.
The system computes a set of appropriate properties which occur
on collections with a similar structure and recommends this set of
properties to the user. To contribute to a common structure, an ad-
ditional ranking mechanism is proposed. This ranking assures that
more popular properties are preferred in the list of recommenda-
tions in order to efficiently use the limited visual space in a user
interface as well as the limited cognition of the user.

In the mentioned example within the domain of universities,
e.g., the properties rector, established, location, website, etc., are
recommended to the user. These recommendations are computed
on the fly and are based on the just entered properties by the
user and all already stored properties in the knowledge base. Any
additional specified property or accepted recommended property
during the insertion process results in the recomputation and
refinement of all structure recommendations for the current
collection.

The common schemata in the system are very dynamic, as they
are based on all stored collections and therefore are influenced
by every newly stored collection and its properties. Every newly
stored property is automatically taken into the set of possible
property recommendations and can influence further recommen-
dations to other users who want to enter information about a sim-
ilar collection. The similarity of collections is solely defined by the
predicates used on these collections, as collections do not feature
an explicit, predefined type (e.g. the type ‘‘University’’). The type
of a subject is rather solely defined by its properties and, hence,
the type or category system within Snoopy is neither predefined
nor rigid. Instead, types within Snoopy are dynamically computed
based on the information/properties stored about a subject which
is also a well known approach [32] for classification or object iden-
tification in the domain of schemaless data such as Linked Open
Data.

This flexibility and the fact that users are free to modify
the recommended structure prevent the system from creating a
completely unified and aligned schema. Thus, the user is guided to
a common schemawithout restricting her in herway of structuring
information or extending existing schemata. Therefore, the Snoopy
Concept does not require any schema matching [33] after the
insertion of data. The alignment is done by the user with her
extensive knowledge and is therefore always more powerful than
any automated alignment algorithm. Furthermore, in the case
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of multiple semantically similar properties which are all used
within the system, the community decides which one is more
appropriate by using the according property and, hence, ‘voting’
for the property. This way, a property becomes more popular, gets
recommended and hence used.

Furthermore, the recommendation of structure increases
the quantity of information as the recommendations indicate
‘‘missing’’ bits of information. In the mentioned example of the
domain of universities, the system could recommend the property
rector. By providing such additional property recommendations,
the user is encouraged to enter more information than she
originally intended to insert and the valuable knowledge of the
user is once more exploited. Such information gathered by the
‘‘snooping’’ process would be lost without recommendations and
cannot be completed by any machine afterwards and therefore
enhance the information system dramatically.

5.3.2. Avoiding synonyms by recommendations
During the specification of further content, the user is

supported by an intelligent auto-completion feature. The system
suggests suitable properties to the user which have already been
used within the information system. Consider a user who started
entering the property number. The system subsequently suggests
all previously used properties in the system which are related
to the term number. In this case, the system would suggest
numberOfStudents and numberOfFaculties. In most cases the user
accepts such a recommended property if it is suitable in the
respective context. In this example the user would be prevented
to insert a new synonymous property, such as numberFaculties.
A more severe challenge in information systems lies in coping
with syntactically different synonyms as it cannot be solved by
string-based matching approaches. Consider the example of a
user entering Faculty, a string based matching approach would
not recommend the already entered property Academic Staff. By
using a thesaurus, Faculty can be matched with the semantically
equivalent, already existent property Academic Staff which can
then be suggested to the user.

5.3.3. Semantic refinement and value recommendations
The guidance of the user is not limited to properties; also

possible values can be suggested. This mechanism features the
advantage of providing the user with values in an already
aligned form, which prevents the user from entering synonyms
of already existing values. This can be achieved by using the
same mechanisms used for the recommendation of properties
previously described.

Furthermore, not only the value itself can be recommended but
the system can additionally suggest semantic links between val-
ues and other subjects. Thismeasure copeswith the common chal-
lenge of preserving semantic ‘‘correctness’’ of homonyms. If the
user, e.g., specifies the city Freiburg as a twin city of Innsbruck,
it is not clear whether the user refers to Freiburg in Germany or
Freiburg in Switzerland. Within the Snoopy Concept, this prob-
lem is resolved by recommending possible semantic links from the
entered value Freiburg to already existent, semantically equiva-
lent collections (e.g. Freiburg, Germany and Freiburg, Switzerland).
The user is then able to specify the meaning just by accepting
the appropriate link-recommendation. As the user has extensive
knowledge about the content to be inserted, she can provide more
semantic information than any automated extraction process can
do afterwards. Using these measures, homonyms are further se-
mantically enhanced by humans, which leads to a high confidence
of semantic data in the system.

5.3.4. Validation and recommendations of types
Furthermore, the concept proposes a validation process, which

includes determining a data type for each newly entered value,
e.g., the value for the property numberOfStudents is asserted to be
an integer value. Vice versa, if a property is added that already
exists, has a data type assigned and is used by the majority of
property instances, the user is prompted to enter values according
to this data type. The detection of data types, especially in the
case of numeric types, is very important as it is crucial for queries
based on numeric evaluation. For example, the query ‘‘List all
universities having more than 10,000 students’’ is only possible if
the value of the property numberOfStudents is stored as a numeric
value. Furthermore, also other data types like, e.g., date, time,
HTML, file, image, audio or video are possible and lead to special
behaviour according to the data type (e.g. date picker, calendar
views, content-based image search, mp3 metadata search, etc.).
Additionally, the syntactic correctness is validated according to the
respective data type (e.g. correct date format).

All thesemeasures enable the user to enter information fast and
efficiently by just accepting recommendations while at the same
time additional, semantically equivalent properties and values are
avoided and the amount of unified information and the confidence
of semantic data in the system are increased.

5.4. Prototype

The Snoopy Concept was implemented in a first prototype
which is called ‘‘SnoopyDB’’. A screenshot of the SnoopyDB
prototype can be seen in Fig. 2. This figure shows the screen of
a user entering information about the University of Innsbruck.
The user already entered four property–value pairs about the
foundation year, the founder, the number of professors and the
official website of the University of Innsbruck. The three additional
rows displayed in grey font mark the properties which were
recommended by the system. The value fields corresponding to
these properties already contain exemplary values. This way the
user can immediately recognize that the value of the property
employees is normally entered as a numeric value. The box on the
right side of the screenshot contains further suitable properties
for the current subject. These properties can easily be added to
the input form by clicking on the arrow icon. The screenshot also
shows how the system automatically detects the data type of
the entered information. In line 4, a link for the website of the
university is created. The system automatically detected that a big
percentage of the values belonging to the property website were
stored as links and, therefore, the system suggests the insertion of
a link to the user. In this case, the user accepted this suggestion
and entered the URL of the official website of the University
of Innsbruck. The underlying algorithms and implementation of
SnoopyDB are described in the following section.

5.4.1. Recommendation algorithm
The SnoopyDB approach is based on a recommendation

algorithm (see Algorithm 1), which takes all collections (subjects)
and properties occurring on these subjects into account. Formally,
the set of properties occurring within the whole system can be
denoted as P = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn} and the set of all subjects
occurring can respectively be denoted as S = {S1, S2, S3, . . . , Sm}.
The properties belonging to a certain Subject Si can be identified as
PSi .

Based on these definitions, recommendations can be computed
by firstly determining all pairs of properties (pa, pb) occurring
on the same subject. If a user, e.g., specified the properties
name, location and numberOfStudents on the same collection,
the pairs (name, location), (name, numberOfStudents) and (location,
numberOfStudents) are formed. These pairs are computed for all
subjects within the system and subsequently stored together with
the total number of occurrences of the respective pair of properties
within the whole system. This set of rules (pairs) is denoted by
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the SnoopyDB prototype.
Algorithm 1: Recommendation Candidate Computation
Input: PSi , R
Output: set C of all recommendation candidates for Si
C ← ∅
T ← ∅
foreach pi ∈ PSi do

foreach (pa, pb, c) ∈ R do
if (pa == pi ∧ pb /∈ PSi ) then

T ← T ∪ {(pa, pb, c)}
end

end
end
foreach (pa, pb, ci) ∈ T do

if (∃(px, c) ∈ C, where px == pb) then
C = C\{(px, c)}
C = C ∪ {(px, c + ci)}

else
C = C ∪ {(pb, ci)}

end
end
return C

R and serves as input for the computation of recommendations
during the insertion process. If a user enters new information about
a certain subject, the properties already contained in this subject
also serve as input for the computation of recommendations. For
each property pi occurring on the input subject Si, all triples where
pi is contained within the property pair are detected. These triples
basically form the set of recommendation candidates. After having
detected these recommendation candidates, the most important
and therefore the most useful recommendations for the user
have to be extracted. This is accomplished by determining the
most popular properties within the recommendation candidates.
Therefore, the number of occurrences of each recommendation
candidate is summedup. These properties are subsequently ranked
by their popularity and the top-k items are recommended to the
user.

5.4.2. Evaluation
The SnoopyDB approach was evaluated by a test-user experi-

ment [34]. The goal of the evaluationwas to assess the user’s accep-
tance of the recommendation and guidance mechanisms provided
by the system. As such an evaluation cannot be simulated or per-
formed artificially, test-users were asked to take part in an exper-
iment for the evaluation of the approach.

In total, 24 test users took part in the experiment. These
users stemmed from different backgrounds, 2/3 of all test users
were computer scientists and 1/3 of the participating users were
standard computer userswithout any special computer knowledge
or experiences with handling semistructured data.

For the evaluation the test users were presented with two
different systems: one system was supporting the users with all
recommendation and guidance features described in the previous
sections (in the following referenced as system A). The other
system was not supporting the users at all and, thus, was not
providing any recommendations for neither properties nor value
entries (in the following referenced as system B). System A was
bootstrapped with data created within the previous evaluation of
the system [34] which contained subjects originating from two
domains (cities and musicians) in order to be able to provide basic
recommendations and to be able to assess how the system and
the provided recommendations adapt if subjects stemming from
a new, unknown domain are added.

In the course of the experiment, users were asked to fulfill the
following tasks in order:

1. Insert data about an arbitrary university firstly into system B
(no support provided to the user).

2. Insert data about an arbitrary subject related to the motor
vehicle industry into system B.

3. Insert data about an arbitrary university into system A
(guidance by recommendations).

4. Insert data about an arbitrary subject related to the motor
vehicle industry into system A.

The subjects the users had to enter were not specified, as
well as the actual information the users had to enter about a
certain subject. This information was solely chosen by the test
users themselves. Also, no minimum number of property–value
pairs was specified and, hence, the amount of information about a
certain subject that was added was solely decided by the user. The
only restrictionwas that userswere only allowed to use the English
language for the names of the properties. Furthermore, users were
not allowed to use the English Wikipedia for seeking information
as already aligned infobox properties could possibly influence the
German-speaking test users and the resulting property names.
During the experiments, all actions of the participating test users
were logged and stored in order to be able to evaluate the
differences in the performance of the two systems in regard to
the homogeneity of the resulting vocabulary and the acceptance of
the provided recommendations. The results of the analysis of the
information gathered during the user experiments are discussed
below.

As for the acceptance of the proposed recommendations, the
evaluations showed that 22% of all recommended properties were
accepted by the users. This seemingly low number can be led
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back to the fact that the system always proposes five additional
properties. Each time a user accepts a recommendation or adds
new information, the recommendation list is recomputed. Hence,
the total number of recommended properties is high during each
edit-session. In total, 49% of all newly added property–value pairs
were added by accepting a property recommendation. In 62% of
all user edit sessions (including re-editing of subjects), at least
one property recommendation was accepted. Furthermore, also
the auto-completion feature provided as an additional guidance
and support mechanismwas used frequently. 23% of all properties
and 17% of all values were entered by accepting the entries
proposed by the auto-completionmechanisms. A spellcheckerwas
also implemented in the SnoopyDB prototype. The corrections
proposed by the spellchecker were accepted by the participating
test users in 37% of all cases. This acceptance rate is low, which
can be led back to the fact that the spellchecker web service is
based on the information extracted from the web corpus. Hence,
the spellchecker was not only suggesting corrections for simple
typos but also suggested, e.g., ‘Formula 1’ instead of ‘Formula1’ or
‘Leopold II’ instead of ‘Leopold I’ which were not accepted by the
users. Considering only simple typos (e.g. one missing character),
applicable spellchecker recommendations were accepted in 100%
of all cases.

The evaluations showed that the schema entered into the
recommendation-providing system (A) was 33% more homoge-
neous in regard to the set of properties entered than without
supporting the user (system B). Homogeneity within a set of prop-
erties describes how many synonymous terms were used for the
description of the same subject, i.e., how many property names
were directly reused and, hence, no synonym was used instead. In
this evaluation the resulting vocabulary in system A is 33% smaller
than the vocabulary of system B. Despite the reduction of proper-
ties, the users entered 31% more information into the system (A)
when supported by recommendations. This implies that by guid-
ing the user during the insertion process and furthermore, enabling
the user to easily add more information and also to point the user
to bits of information which she still might want to enter, the to-
tal amount of useful and structured information can be increased.
This value is biased by the fact that the users already dealt with
subjects in the first two tasks of the evaluation (system B). How-
ever, aswewanted to simulate guidance andmotivation of domain
expert users, who already have extensive knowledge about the
subject, such a high percentage can also be possible in real-world
environments. Another important finding of the evaluations was
that the introduction of the new domains did not result in a dra-
matic increase of newly added properties. This fact implies that
most of the properties were reused.

Furthermore, the described algorithm was evaluated on a large
dataset in [35]. A leave-one-out test was conducted on a DBpedia
set of 41 million triples which tried to reconstruct missing infobox
properties by recommendations. The evaluations showed that at
least 4 out of 10 recommendations are appropriate (precision is
40%) and the algorithm is able to guide the user to a common
schema after having inserted only three properties. 60% of all
150,000 infoboxeswere reconstructed tomore than 50% and about
11% were completely reconstructed. The rule based computation
of recommendations on large datasets [35] also scales very well as
the top-k recommendations can be computed within less than a
fraction of a second on commodity hardware. Thus, the suitability,
strength and the stability of the Snoopy algorithm was shown by
offline and online tests.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this article we presented approaches aiming at collabora-
tively curating semistructured data with the goal of increasing the
quality and quantity of stored knowledge. This is achieved by pro-
viding guidance and recommendations which are based on col-
laboratively created knowledge and the according structure. We
presented a set of approaches which aim at refining and aligning
semistructured data using extracted facts from other knowledge
bases or natural language texts. The second approach deals with
the refinement, alignment and the schema proliferation already
at the time of insertion as it supports the user by recommenda-
tions already during the insertion of data. Both approaches aim
at simplifying the curation procedure and increasing the quality
of the stored information. The Snoopy Concept, furthermore, en-
courages the user to insert more information and, therefore, in-
crease the amount of stored data while at the same time refining
the data and homogenize the structure. However, the limitation of
such an approach clearly lies in the fact that the system’s perfor-
mance in regard to the quality of the provided recommendations
heavily relies on the information already contained in the system.
If not a single subject of the same or a similar type has already been
stored in the system, the recommendations are not suitable for a
new subject (except for very general properties like, e.g., ‘‘name’’
which matches most of the subjects). However, future work in this
direction also contains the incorporation of further data sources
for an initial bootstrapping of the database. For example data re-
trieved from LOD sources may be used for a first bootstrapping.
Furthermore, the automatic interlinkage of the date entered by
users is a very desirable feature. By, e.g., using a probabilistic ap-
proach like in [36], an automated linkage to entities existing in the
LOD cloud could be achieved. This way, further information from
the LOD cloud about a certain entity could be recommended to
the user. Furthermore, also conflicts within the data stored within
SnoopyDB could be resolved by using LOD data as a reference point
for information.

The presented approaches showed that a mixed-initiative
approach, which combines the computational power of computer
algorithms with the semantic knowledge of human users, is
able to increase the quality and confidence of semistructured
knowledge and simplify the curation process in collaboratively-
built knowledge bases.
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